
In 2014 Brendon and Charlotte Bray along with Charlotte’s parents Colin and Paula Hill purchased Fairhall Downs
Estate in Marlborough’s Brancott Valley. Since the original planting in 1982, this stunning 25ha site has had a proud
record of producing single vineyard wines of exceptional and world renowned quality. In early 2018 the family
purchased a well regarded adjacent vineyard (literally across the road in the same valley) adding another dimension
to the premium quality of Fairhall Downs.

Fairhall Downs is one of just a handful of Marlborough producers making 100% family estate-grown wines. Our
obsessive vine management and yield limiting practices ensure optimum flavour concentration and the
maximum fruit expression possible from our little piece of the world.

FAMILY ESTATE
SAUVIGNON BLANC 2018

Origin Family Estate grown in the Brancott Valley – Marlborough, New Zealand

Terroir The Brancott Valley has its own little microclimate, with very low rainfall,
cooler nights and warmer days than is typical of Marlborough. Our vineyard soils are
uniquely free-draining with a nutrient rich top layer and a gravel clay base, making it
easy for root penetration - perfect soil for growing grapes.

Viticulture & Winemaking A warm spring meant a slightly earlier bud burst than
normal. Near perfect growing conditions continued throughout and beyond flowering,
creating a strong, even fruit set. Our stunning summer continued, and leading into
harvest the vines performed very well, developing ripe luscious fruit with an
impressive range of flavours. Some rain events during the harvest period caused minor
concerns but the resulting fruit held strong and provided us with a top quality harvest
to select from. This vintage is produced from only the best selections of fruit from our
family's two vineyards. The majority of the grapes were fermented long, slow and cool
to ensure retention of flavour and aromatics. A powerful component was from
premium, first year harvested fruit; providing vibrant freshness, along with superb
concentration, aromatics and flavour. Other components included the very special
316 and 317 clones, adding an elegant layer of complexity. The remaining fruit
(around 4%) was hand harvested and fermented in older French Oak barrels and a
1000 litre Fuder, giving a great textural mouth feel and an added level of richness.
Bottled 12 September 2018.

Alc. by vol: 13.5% pH: 3.38 TA: 6.8 RS: 3.36 g/l (dry)

Tasting Notes Vibrant aromas of lifted jasmine and citrus blossom are underpinned
with a touch of gooseberry. This wine displays a clean, lively, fruit driven palate with
hints of luscious florals and zesty citrus. Balanced, juicy and mouth filling, our 2018
Sauvignon Blanc has an added textural element from partial barrel fermentation. A
pleasantly chalky, rich, citrusy finish lingers long on the palate.
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